Wow and wow!!! What an amazing bunch of talent we have in Year 3. This article is brought to you by 601 and 602: Look out for 702 action next time!! Talented artists.....Talented sportspersons....Talented readers...Talented mathematicians! It is very exciting to see such enthusiastic learners. Some of our art is displayed outside our rooms, some is in the Library and a whole lot is going to be in the coming Art Show. The teachers in Year 3 have been very impressed by the level of reading in year 3. It’s so great to know children love books as much as we do. We also love Maths and we love to learn in different ways. In Year 3 we add movement, dance and music to our maths. Talking of Music... we have been learning about Australian music styles and influences of world Music. We have incorporated dance styles into this as well. Drama... well we are very dramatic!!!! (Miss Watkins and Miss O’Connor!).